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Abstract
Cloud Computing and Service Oriented Architecture are the 
buzzwords of industry. Nowadays software industries are facing 
tremendous competition when customer demands change, market 
demand change, new technology change, business partner change, 
technologies change ,requirements change, interpretations often 
inaccurate or change, lengthy development cycles impervious 
to change and to meet all these changes we have to implement 
Service Oriented Architecture. Hence in this context, Service 
Oriented Architecture (SOA) is emerging as an attractive 
architectural style for developing and integrating enterprise 
applications. Cloud computing is growing in popularity with 
the rise of social networking sites, Web-based E-mail systems, 
and other applications. Particularly in the business community, 
cloud computing is becoming the preferred method for accessing 
services on the Internet. But without Service Oriented Architecture 
(SOA), organizations will find it almost impossible to reach the 
cloud. The objective is to provide some useful information for 
enterprises so that they can improve their business and saves time 
by implementing Service Orient Architecture which is flexible and 
platform independent and design independent. In this paper we 
are also focusing  on the importance of cloud computing in social 
networking since they play a major role in the current business 
applications.  
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I. Introduction 
A service-oriented architecture is essentially a collection of 
services. These services communicate with each other. The 
communication can involve either simple data passing or it could 
involve two or more services coordinating some activity. Some 
means of connecting services to each other is needed. Service-
oriented architectures are not a new thing. The first service-
oriented architecture for many people in the past was with the use 
DCOM or Object Request Brokers (ORBs) based on the CORBA 
specification

A. DCOM 
DCOM is Microsoft’s distributed version of the Component Object 
Model (COM). You can use the language of your choice and the 
only requirement is that you implement the COM interfaces.This 
technology is a  “Microsoft- Standard” meaning that you can use 
it on most Windows platforms with no problems.

II. CORBA
The Common Object Request Broker Architecture was created 
by the Object Management Group (OMG) to help increase 
interoperability within distributed computing environments. 
CORBA is platform and language independent.But CORBA 
requires each application  in an environment tohave the same 

Object Request Broker. An ORB facilitates communication 
between a client  seeking a service and servers that  host a service,so 
interacting with many different applications can become very 
expensive and inefficient. Lastly CORBA does not interact well 
with firewalls, primarily because it was created before the WWW 
was widely used.Currently CORBA does have some support for 
firewall interaction, but with the emergence of WebServices, focus 
has shifted away from CORBA

C. Web Services
Web services extend the Extensible Markup Language (XML) that 
enables us to share data and functionality. Traditional distributed 
computing environments have been tightly coupled,meaning that 
they do not deal with a changing environment well. The most 
popular distributed technologies are RMI,CORBA,DCOM. If a 
service-oriented architecture is to be effective, we need a clear 
understanding of the term service. A service is a function that is 
well-defined, self-contained, and does not depend on the context 
or state of other services.

D. Web Service Architecture
There are two important architectures for current distributed 
computing namely remote procedure call-based architecture and 
message-based architecture.

1. Remote Procedure Call-based Architecture
A remote procedure call- based architecture allows an application 
to use the functionality of an application on an RPC server. During 
the application request the required arguments are passed  to the 
RPC server, the arguments are processed and a value is returned 
to the requesting application. The RPC architecture does not 
allow an application to discover services or information about  
the type of service provided. The requestor has to know the 
required information in order to make a call, which severely limits 
interoperability.

2. Message-based Architecture
A message-based architecture tends to handle load balancing and 
fall-over much better than an RPC based architecture. Typically, 
message-based architecture use asynchronous messaging, by 
means of which data are transferred using messages that are sent 
to a queue. The queue handles processing from there. There is 
no need for the requestor to wait for a response. Message-based 
architectures are usually created with proprietary middleware 
products.
Currently many companies are focused on implementing Web 
services for the following:
(i). Enterprise Application Integration (EAI)
(ii).  Application Service Providers(ASPs)\
(iii). Smart Web services
(iv). Mobile e- services. Above all EAI is mainly associated with 
SOA.
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Enterprises have invested heavily in   large-scale applications 
suchasERP(EnterpriseResourcePlanning),SCM(Supply Chain 
Management),CRM(customer relationship management)and other 
such systems to run their businesses.

II.  Service Oriented Framework 
The important advantage of a Service-Oriented Architecture is the 
ability to integrate with new services quickly and easily,enhancing 
an organization’s agility.In a SOA, the business and technical 
processes are implemented as services. Each service represents a 
certain functionality  that  maps  explicitly  to  a  step  in  a  business 
process [6]. In this context, a service is a software component that 
can be reused by another software component or accessed via a 
standard-based interface over the network.
In terms of service-orientation, we can envisage three types of 
services [8]:

A. Infrastructure Services
to include security, management and monitoring, administrative 
functions, data  logging,  exception  handling,  as well as registration 
and discovery,

B. Business-neutral Services
to include service brokers and notification, scheduling and 
workflow services,

C. Business Services
to include services based on the business domain e.g. credit card   
validation, address verification and inventory checks. In relation 
to an enterprise information architectural framework, considering 
a business from the viewpoints of enterprise and technology, SOA 
can be viewed in terms of a number of architectural models, each 
representing a different logical layer, as follows [18]:

D. Business  Architectural  Model
this  refers  to  the system as a combination of higher level coarse 
grained services that provide some business value.

E. Application Architectural Model
this refers to the system that exhibits realization of services in the 
business architectural model as a combination of smaller much 
finer gained services.

F. Implementation Architectural Model
this refers to the system realized in a certain  manner  using certain 
software and hardware systems. At the highest level of abstraction, 
SOA uses a publish- find-bind-execute paradigm as shown in fig. 
1. The main components include:

G. Service  Providers
components (available to consumers) that execute business 
functions using given inputs and producing outputs.

H. Service Consumers
components that use services published by service providers.

I. Service Registry
a repository containing service descriptions for service consumers 
to know how services may be accessed.

Fig. 1: Publish-Find-Bind-Execute Paradigm

Service Providers build services and offer them via an intranet  or  
Internet.  They  register  services  with  service brokers  and  publish  
them  in  distributed  registries.  Each service has an interface, 
known as contract and functionality, which is kept separate from 
the interface. The Service Consumers search for services (based on 
some criteria) and, when found, a dynamic binding is performed. 
In this case, the service provides the consumer with the contract 
details and an endpoint address. The consumer then invokes the 
service.

III. Cloud Computing  
Cloud computing is growing in popularity with the rise of 
social networking sites, Web-based E-mail systems, and other 
applications. Particularly in the business community, cloud 
computing is becoming the preferred method for accessing services 
on the Internet. They also provide you with practical applications 
for cloud computing, and how it can accommodate the needs of 
businesses of all sizes. More importantly, you can read about the 
advantages of this technology, and how it embraces the marvels 
of the modern world.
Many businesses, large and small, are reaching out to cloud 
computing to solve the challenges they face with everyday tasks. 
Cloud computing vendors host outsourced servers, monitoring all 
data in secure, real-time locations. Generally, cloud computing 
enables vendors to host the following services:

A. Software-as-a-Service (SaaS)
A business purchases software on-demand as needs arise. The 
software is paid for according to the number of users. Many 
companies prefer this approach because it can save them money on 
initial, upfront fees, since no applications are left unused. Getting 
the software required by your business is a seamless process 
through cloud computing because it requires only access to the 
Internet. There is never a need to install applications on personal 
computers, so companies save money by decreasing the size of 
their IT departments. However, the main reason companies choose 
SaaS is because software becomes customizable. Companies are 
given options for creating custom, yet professional software 
programs that most efficiently fit their needs. Customer relationship 
management (CRM) is the software solution of choice for many 
business, and is conveniently offered on the Web.

B. Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS)
Sometimes, software applications offered through SaaS do not 
support the needs of a business. Perhaps, the business offers unique 
services, which require the use of special applications. When this 
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is the case, PaaS may be a better alternative. PaaS provides the 
interface, testing environment, hosting services, and workflow 
facilities for building custom software and applications. This 
service ensures that businesses are provided with the tools they 
need without the risk. Highly qualified consultants facilitate the 
process, from initial planning to deployment. They walk users 
through the design process, making sure that new applications can 
be integrated with existing ones without complications.

C. Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS)
A more costly venture for businesses that require it is IaaS. Based on 
demands, a business may wish to purchase the entire infrastructure, 
including servers, networking, and software, and have all these 
resources completely outsourced. This offers more control over 
networking processes to companies that desire it. Cloud computing 
is a better alternative to traditional software solutions for a variety 
of reasons. Namely, with SaaS, users no longer have to become 
technology gurus. Technical troubleshooting is time consuming 
and frustrating. Among other things, cloud computing enables 
users to avoid technical problems, allowing them to place emphasis  
on their customers.
With the heightened popularity of social networking sites, such 
as Twitter and Facebook, cloud computing is already on the 
rise. It is only a matter of time before the world embraces the 
multitude of opportunities that come with cloud computing. 
Operating your business in the “cloud” can maximize work output 
while streamlining costs—a no-brainer when it comes to business 
solutions.  The types of services available over the “cloud” are 
nearly endless, so researching a platform that contours to your 
business needs can give you a competitive-edge, no matter what 
industry your business is in.  The ease-of-use involved with cloud 
computing will keep customers and employees both satisfied, and 
the scalability involved with the applications will not mean cutting 
back on other resources when putting your business operations 
in the cloud.

D. Social Networking Versus Cloud Computing

Cloud computing, which is a term for storing and operating an 
application over the Internet, has had a tremendous impact on 
users worldwide. Even before it became the latest buzzword in 
marketing, cloud computing had already entered the lives of the 
millions who were using Web-based e-mail, like Gmail, Yahoo!, 
or Hotmail. Cloud computing’s impact on communication has also 
been quite dramatic, as this concept essentially set the stage for 
social media and social networking, which has taken on its own 
platform of significance in today’s communications and business 
world.

The concept of cloud computing originated from the desire 
to provide software solutions to users who prefer maximum 
accessibility for their applications; Internet access and a sufficient 
web-browser is all that is needed with cloud computing—no 
downloading or installing of hardware or software on any one 
computer.  The user can view and interact with a Web-based 
interface that stores and processes all of the user’s information 
and communications. This storing and processing is done 
remotely, over the “cloud,” which is comprised of either a single 
computer or multiple computers, a database storage system, and 
a highly powered server or group of servers. The user need not 
see or understand this back-end infrastructure, nor does the user 
require any concern over the software’s maintenance—this is the 
responsibility of the “cloud.”
The first significant, widespread emergence of social networking 
was evident with MySpace, an example of the functionality of 
cloud computing. By the time Facebook emerged, marketers had 
already taken notice of these social networks based on cloud 
computing, and had seen the way communication was becoming 
faster and more widespread. Businesses created Facebook profiles 
in an attempt to attract potential users and promote their business, 
positioning themselves in the minds of consumers and consumer 
trends.

IV. Implementation
The goal of Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) is to connect 
large chunks of business information together in ways that improve 
business processes and activities. The data that derives from SOA 
events are particularly important for Customer Relationship 
Management (CRM) and form the basis of cloud computing.  SOA 
is a structure for programming languages particularly well-suited 
for web development so applications run on the Internet – in the 
cloud – rather than on local hardware. SOA is further designed to 
connect discrete chunks of information in ways that are real time. 
The goal for a fully realized SOA is the ability to orchestrate a new 
application by feeding parts of the existing applications into a new 
interface that is event-driven. These applications, for example, can 
run queries and trigger real-time events in response to customer 
actions in a shopping cart situated in a web portal.

V. Conclusion
In this paper we discussed about services. Are your services 
running at the right time and are the right consumers accessing 
the right services ?How do you keep consumers and producers 
of Services loosely coupled when services change?How do you 
fix things when something goes wrong and are you providing the 
required quality of service? In the proposed paper soa is a good 
choice since a change to a service flow its activity and the sub 
services does not affect other services.
In this paper we discussed the salient features of SOA and suggested 
it’s Enterprise  Applications. In this paper we discussed the role 
of SOA in integrating with different technologies. This paper 
aims to illustrate and shows the importance of Service Oriented 
Architecture in business applications by using Cloud computing. 
This paper suggests to small and large enterprises to implement 
SOA when there in any change occurs in the design or in the 
platform since SOA is both design and platform independent 
architecture. In this paper we, concluded that Cloud services can be 
modified and customized by using SOA techniques. By Combining 
Cloud and Service Oriented Architecture, we can develop an ideal 
Business Application  for today and for the future. The future 
research work will be mainly on cloud mining which is lesser 
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costlier than web mining in business applications.
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